Melton
Wold
Guest Farm
Hello from a wintery Melton Wold.
We have had a busy past few months,
and enjoyed every minute of it.
The weather has continued to be a
huge factor in our lives since the
beginning of the year. January 2018
saw us begin the year with a severe
drought playing havoc with all forms
of life at Melton Wold. Feeding of all
game and sheep was essential, keeping Willem and his team hard at work.
Melton Wold was even blessed with
donations of animal feed from more
fortunate farmers to our north. Not
with standing all the hard work and
generosity it was heart breaking to
witness game and sheep succumbing
to the effects of the drought.
Late in January we had approximately
50mm of rain. This was a real blessing
and certainly helped to stabilise the
veld. The rains returned later in February with 70+mm falling within a 3
week period. With the rain came
severe thunder and lightning …
during one storm a palm tree between
the guest house and the tannery was
hit by lightning. Thanks to Juan and

his team the fire was quickly extinguished. We are hoping that the palm
tree will recover!
Currently we are deep into autumn
with many tree’s showing their stunning autumn colours. Morning temperatures have already dipped down
to just above the +2deg mark with
frost on the lawns and ice on cars.
Roaring fires are already being
enjoyed in the pub and lounge. Some
guests have even had a romantic fire
in their bedrooms.

News

May 2018

BMW Motor Cyclists
Visit to Melton Wold
During the latter part of April, 33 BMW motor
bike enthusiasts made Melton Wold Guest Farm
their destination of choice for their annual gathering.
Their support family included around an additional 10
people. The group had loads of fun discussing
their ‘pride and join’. This included fixing
some defects which on occasion needed a
‘bit of help from my friend’ in this case
Willem in his well-equipped workshop.
The weather was perfect which allowed the
bikers to explore the farm and surrounding
towns of Loxton and Victoria West. Bikers travelled
far and wide to attend this annual event.
There were those from as close as Kimberey, a
couple from Balito in KZN, a few from Port Elizabeth
and Cape Town and then even representatives
from Germany!
By all accounts the group had a wonderful time
catching up on each others news and of course
enjoying the fruits of the Melton Wold Guest Farm!

Vlekkie

On a lighter side of life at Melton Wold .. Vlekkie our dear Cocker Spaniel has
decided to vacate his residence at the Manor House and move into Room 3 with
Tony.
As hard as Ronel and Willem tried to keep Vlekkie at the Manor House, their was
no stopping Vlekkie getting back to her new home of choice!
Vlekkie urgently needed a shave and although its mighty close to winter, all
agreed ‘it had to be done’!
Vlekkie loves the new feel and can often be seen zipping around the front lawn
… probably because she weights a few kilo’s less.
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Camping
The campsite was very busy over
the last few months … especially
those traveling to and from Afrika
had some visiting us en route to and
burn. We
from Afrikaburn … but more decidin
g to stay in the Guest House on the
way home! They simply were des
ir
perate for a long hot shower and
some crisp white linen! We loved
their stories! They promised us tha
hea
ring
t they would be back next year!
Tony has only been working at Me
lton Wold for three months now.
Asked for some feedback on what
guests had say about Melton Wold
first time
Guest Farm … the number of gue
sts who used the words ‘absolute
phenomenal!
gem’ was

Easter
The guest house saw many families, some new,
some regulars, enjoying the last summer like
temperatures. A favourite with this happy bunch
of guests was that they put their croquet skills to
the test … almost on a daily basis!! Other firm
favourites were exploring the vast landscape on
foot and bike. The wet veld was rather muddy in
places and challenged those viewing the scenery
by bike or by car … or even a bakkie. All returned
home to base without any major incident. At
least there was plentiful water to wash down
bikes, cars and clothes.
On Easter Sunday the younger folk were treated
to a challenging Easter egg hunt around the
guest house. The Easter bunny had been
extremely busy hiding his treasure during the
early hours of the morning … this in turn kept
the hunters very busy until each and every egg
had been claimed.

